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Anemone is a game in which the player must find the
missing first clues of the ability to enchant. The main

heroine Inotori, a mage with a Japanese name, appears
more and more often before a magic tree situated in a
forest near her village. Her goal is to use the power of

this tree’s soul to become a great enchantress. Note: The
original concept of the game's protagonist, Inotori, is to

create a heroine that is not an avatar of a certain culture,
namely Western, and who does not belong to any of the
other cultures. * About the original concept of Anemone,

please visit About Anemone: The original concept of
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Anemone is to create a heroine that is not an avatar of a
certain culture, namely Western, and who does not

belong to any of the other cultures. The game is set in
another world, a futuristic world. It has been created to
support a player driven storytelling. For that reason, the
game allows the player to create the narrative they want

through inputting story events directly into the game.
While playing Anemone, you will be immersed in the

story of Inotori. Through the course of the story, you will
run into various characters and stories, each of which

has its own narrative, ending. A true RPG where you can
create your own experience and your own narrative.

Also, you will be able to interact with the game world,
increase your inventory, and strengthen your character's

skills through the story. Delve into a world of
enchantment with the power of Anemone. Come! Size:

3.8 GB The Anemone Music Pack by Ayato Sound Create
offers 25 brand-new tracks for those inspired to build an

enchanting new RPG. This pack adds some nice
electronic beats for creating a fast tempoed atmosphere,
with additional moments of chill and ambient tones when

your game needs that perfect change of pace.
Furthermore, the Anemone Music Pack also lends sounds

of dubstep and those of a darker themed techno that
could be exactly what you’re looking for when it comes
to intense moments in your RPG’s story or perhaps a

reveal of power for your world’s greatest foe. This
electronic pack is the perfect soundtrack for your next
RPG! Features: * 25 songs in mp3, m4a, ogg, wav and
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RPG Maker VX Ace - ANEMONE Features Key:
Brand New Warrior of Light Heroine Type Ogre set

Dimension s 100.4 x 64 x 174mm(H x W x D)
White card box

Developer: Capcom, Original Release Date: 1996 for PC

SET CONTENTS

HZ KAI HERO AGI PLAY AGI (Movable Mask) (MH100677)
HZ TAISHI DAIRYHONEY (HG000619)
Set bonus: 1 of 2 Original Sega Superstars Set: the clear form
Costumes: fighter, ranger, medicated/sorcerer (This set includes the Dolly Dress, Dolly Boots and a
Doll Bandeau.)
All costume items will be clearly marked "Original Costume", the kind of all costume manufacturers
are Superstars' costume with similar colors and outfit functions as Superstars' costume.
Full description of the bonus items can be found here Heroine Set
Care Guide: Wash in cold water, Do not tumble dry, and Keep away from direct sunlight
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